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Enterprise Learning Ecosystem
Enterprise Learning Ecosystem

- Student Information
- Medical
- Discipline/Behavior
- Learning Management
- Curriculum Management
- Assessments
- Interventions
- Human Resources
- Finance and Payroll
- Library Circulation
- Textbook Management
- Cafeteria Point of Sale
- Transportation
- Counseling
- Facilities Management
- Analytics and Performance
- Collaboration/Communication
The Four Pillars of the Enterprise Learning Ecosystem

- action
- accountability
- administration
- reform
Accountability
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Action  Accountability  Administration  Reform
What happens when you cross two lanes?

Action   Accountability   Administration   Reform

Student Assessment System
Student Information System
Student Analytics System
What happens when you cross four lanes?

Action  Accountability  Administration  Reform

Multi-Pillar System for Success
Multi-pillar systems change our questions

What is my remaining balance?

becomes

Can I afford an additional math teacher?

How many credits have I earned?

becomes

Am I on-track to graduate?
Multi-Pillar Systems Shift Our Focus Back to Student Success
How can SunGard K-12 provide the best possible solutions for student success?
And the numbers keep growing!

- **8,000,000 +** STUDENTS’ EDUCATION IS POSITIVELY AFFECTED EACH DAY
- **509,000 +** TEACHERS USE SUNGARD K-12 PRODUCTS DAILY
- **Nearly 1,400** SCHOOL DISTRICTS CHOOSE SUNGARD K-12 SIS AND ERP SOLUTIONS
- **44 +** YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
- **3** STATE-WIDE IMPLEMENTATIONS

1 out of every 6 students
• Redefining the industry standard with our next-generation student information system

Responsive design

Advanced technology

Tools for collaboration
• Special education management shouldn’t resemble a game of tag

  - Tools for team-based collaboration
  - Active compliance support
  - Intuitive usability
• The information you need to make data-driven decisions that enhance instruction:
  - Track longitudinal assessments
  - Create, score, and analyze local benchmarks
  - Build, administer, and score assessments
  - Develop and share a comprehensive curriculum
  - Differentiate and personalize instruction
• Helps your district:

- Save time and money
- Collaborate easily
- Make better decisions

- Advanced navigation
- Smart notifications
- Most streamlined and efficient financial software on the market
- Type-ahead search helps save time
- Superior data access and robust reporting
- Supports contextual collaboration between users
- Users work smarter, not harder
• Providing your district with a **fully integrated** finance and human resources solution to help your district become more efficient, covering:

- Accounting
- Human resources
- Budgeting
- Purchasing
- Workflow
- Contract management

... and more!